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The Genix Asset Performance Management Suite 
collects, integrates and contextualizes data from 
multiple sources, and produces data analytics and 
predictive notifications that support better 
business decisions.

— 
ABB Ability™ Genix.  
The power to run smarter. 

There’s a big difference between having data 
and actually using it. ABB Ability™ Genix 
Industrial Analytics and AI Suite integrates 
your operational, engineering and business 
data with analytics and AI, giving you the 
ability to manage assets predictively, 
improve processes efficiently, produce safely 
and sustainably, optimize supply chains 
effectively and streamline your overall 
operations. How smart is that? Learn more  at 
new.abb.com/process-automation/genix.
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There’s a big difference between having data 
and actually using it. ABB Ability™ Genix Marine 
App is developed to integrate your operational, 
engineering and business data with analytics 
and AI, giving you the ability to improve 
efficiency, predictability and sustainability, 
while becoming compliant with environmental 
regulations. In fact, Genix Marine can reduce 
fuel use by up to 10% and reduce essential 
service visits as much as 30%, saving time, 
maintenance and money, and helping keep 
your operations ship-shape. Learn more  at 
new.abb.com/process-automation/genix.

ABB Ability™ Genix Marine App is among the digital 
solutions powered by Genix. With this customizable 
platform, ship owners and operators can centralize 
fleet monitoring and support, and optimize the 
processes and operations integrated into their existing 
IT ecosystem.

— 
ABB Ability™ Genix.  
The power to run smarter 
marine operations.
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Your industry is dynamic, with production  
demands that change daily. ABB Ability™ Genix 
Industrial Analytics and AI Suite gives you  
the ability to scale production up or down quickly—
automatically. Genix integrates your operational, 
engineering and business data with analytics and 
AI. Doing so helps you manage assets predictively, 
improve processes efficiently, produce safely and 
sustainably, optimize supply chains effectively  
and streamline your overall operations.  
Things will change. Be ready. Learn more  at  
new.abb.com/process-automation/genix.
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collects, integrates and contextualizes data from 
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predictive notifications that support better 
business decisions.
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As energy demands grow, so too does the 
need for more sustainable ways to meet  
that demand. ABB Ability™ Genix Industrial 
Analytics and AI Suite can help. By integrating 
operational, engineering and business data 
with industrial analytics and AI, Genix can  
help predict, automate and manage your 
assets. Industries are getting smarter. They 
need smarter energy, too. Learn more  at  
new.abb.com/process-automation/genix.

The Genix Asset Performance Management Suite 
collects, integrates and contextualizes data from 
multiple sources, and produces data analytics and 
predictive notifications that support better 
business decisions.

— 
ABB Ability™ Genix.  
The power to run  
smarter generation. 

Today’s mines are better positioned than ever 
before to become automated, electrified and 
connected, especially with a partner like ABB.  
We combine first-hand experience with tailored, 
digital solutions to solve tough problems and 
deliver real value. ABB Ability™ Genix is 
augmenting these proven solutions with the 
power of industrial analytics and AI, giving you 
the ability to optimize every aspect of your 
operation, from mine to port and from plant to 
enterprise. The better you can mine data, the 
better you can mine everything else. Learn more 
 at new.abb.com/mining/digital.

The Genix Asset Performance Management Suite 
addresses system integration complexity to 
maximize return on all assets. Earlier predictions 
and recommendations help ensure uptime and 
performance level required by operations. 

— 
ABB Ability™ Genix.  
That’s how you run a 
smarter mine. 
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Today’s mines are better positioned than ever 
before to become automated, electrified and 
connected, especially with a partner like ABB.  
We combine first-hand experience with tailored, 
digital solutions to solve tough problems and 
deliver real value. ABB Ability™ Genix is 
augmenting these proven solutions with the 
power of industrial analytics and AI, giving you 
the ability to optimize every aspect of your 
operation, from mine to port and from plant to 
enterprise. The better you can mine data, the 
better you can mine everything else. Learn more 
 at new.abb.com/mining/digital.

The Genix Asset Performance Management Suite 
addresses system integration complexity to 
maximize return on all assets. Earlier predictions 
and recommendations help ensure uptime and 
performance level required by operations. 
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To promote ABB Ability™ Genix Industrial Analytics and AI Suite as the solution for running a smarter operation in light of today’s 
challenges, we created a campaign around provocative imagery of a brain organically designed into relevant industrial environments, 

accompanied by the simple message: “The power to run smarter.”



PRINT ADVERTISING

— 
ABB Ability™ Genix. That’s how 
you run a smarter mine.

Today’s mines are better positioned than ever before to become automated, 
electrified and connected, especially with a partner like ABB. We combine  
first-hand experience with tailored, digital solutions to solve tough problems  
and deliver real value. ABB Ability™ Genix is augmenting these proven solutions  
with the power of industrial analytics and AI, giving you the ability to optimize  
every aspect of your operation, from mine to port and from plant to enterprise.  
The better you can mine data, the better you can mine everything else.  
Learn more  at new.abb.com/mining/digital.
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From leading global  
technology company ABB comes ABB 

AbilityTM Genix Industrial Analytics and AI 

Suite. A scalable analytics suite with pre-built 

applications, Genix collects, contextualizes 

and converts data into actionable insights that 

help industries to improve operations, optimize 

assets, streamline processes, and increase safety 

and sustainability.

Genix was developed by ABB’s Process 

Automation business, where major energy 

industries make up the biggest end user 

market. “There is not an energy operation in 

the world today that doesn’t use of some form 

of automation,” said Gino Hernandez, Head 

of Global Digital Business for ABB Energy 

Industries. “The biggest opportunity today 

for the wealth of information generated by 

automation is in applying advanced digitalization 

to generate even more business efficiencies.” 

With capital-intensive industries slower than 

other industries such as financial and media  

to employ digitalization, the opportunity to  

help ABB’s energy customers effect meaningful 

digital transformation is high. ABB leverages 

its long experience in delivering industrial data 

solutions such as digital control systems, and 

merges that operational data with data from 

information and engineering technology to 

create business efficiencies for customers that 

have not existed before. 

Genix is a suite that ABB customers use to 

develop their own data analytics and artificial 

intelligence applications, but ABB also uses it to 

develop and deploy applications that address key 

industry requirements and pain points. Pre-built 

Genix “apps” include the APM Suite, Datalyzer 

Emissions Monitoring, System Anomaly 

Detection, and Opportunity Loss Manager.

“Genix APM is a complete asset performance 

management solution providing predictive 

maintenance, asset reliability and integrity 

insights. It is a great example of how ABB is 

creating additional data value for customers,” 

Hernandez said. 

“Another good example of meeting emerging 

customer needs is the Genix Datalyzer, which 

helps customers ensure sustainability and 

reduce costs with 24/7 access to emission 

monitoring data,” he said. “At a time when 

environmental compliance requirements are 

becoming even more stringent, Genix Datalyzer 

helps companies address emissions compliance 

remotely, efficiently and cost-effectively.”

As a company instrumental in providing data 

value to customers via automation during the 

third industrial revolution, ABB sees a similar 

trajectory with Genix in the Industry 4.0 era. 

“The energy industry – like many others – is 

increasingly realizing that benefits can be 

gained in the Internet of Things arena. But they 

need offerings from suppliers that know their 

industries and how data provides real value,” 

Hernandez said. “For ABB and Genix, the key 

is to continue to add applications that keep our 

customers realizing more data value. That is a 

huge focus area for us moving forward.”

xx ENERGY,OIL&GAS     energy-oil-gas.com

ABB Ability Genix   
https://new.abb.com/genix 
............................................

Offering: Advanced analytics suite 

PROFILE ABB ABILITY GENIX 

EXCLUSIVE FEATURE

ABB Ability Genix combines the power of 
data analytics and artificial intelligence in an 
enterprise-grade suite for industrial applications

Mockup Genix APM Assess 360

Running smarterRunning smarter

— 
ABB Ability™ Genix.  
The power to run smarter. 

There’s a big difference between having data and actually using it. ABB Ability™ 
Genix Industrial Analytics and AI Suite integrates your operational, engineering 
and business data with analytics and AI, giving you the ability to manage assets 
predictively, improve processes efficiently, produce safely and sustainably, 
optimize supply chains effectively and streamline your overall operations.  
How smart is that? Learn more  at new.abb.com/genix.
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VIDEO, DIGITAL MEDIA

FULL VIDEO—ABB ABILITY GENIX

FULL VIDEO—ABB ABILITY GENIX APM

:20 VIDEO—ABB ABILITY GENIX

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pcPMHGPuFbI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y8rlVUMgR9Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ooc1nQ4zOHo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pcPMHGPuFbI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y8rlVUMgR9Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ooc1nQ4zOHo


SOCIAL MEDIA

Learn More

Genix will help extend your asset life and lower costs, by 
integrating your operational, IT and engineering data with 
analytics and AI.

ABB
2,349,235 followers
Promoted

Employ ABB Ability™ Genix Industrial
Analytics and AI Suite

1,024,361 1,219,775

6,942 788,927

11,730 552,438

45.26%

Impressions Impressions

Social Actions Engagements

Total Engagement Video Ad Views

Video Completion 
Rate (100%)

https://vimeo.com/emasyracuse/review/792705757/df24cd0f6c


DIGITAL ADVERTISING

57,413,524 1.97%
Impressions Click-Through Rate  

(More Than 4x the Average Industry Benchmark)

http://ideas.mowerinteractive.com/Clients/ABB/ABB_100694_GnxPwrGen_BrainWv_Banner/300x250/300x250_GnxPwrGn_BrainWv_ABB_99809.html
http://ideas.mowerinteractive.com/Clients/ABB/ABB_100692_GENIX_Oil_Gas_Banners_Dev/Option1/100962_ABB_GENIX_Oil_Gas_Banners_300x250.html
http://ideas.mowerinteractive.com/Clients/ABB/ABB_99809_GENIX_Banners/Release_2/970x250/970x250_GENIX_Banr_ABB_99809.html
http://ideas.mowerinteractive.com/Clients/ABB/ABB_100694_GnxPwrGen_BrainWv_Banner/300x250/300x250_GnxPwrGn_BrainWv_ABB_99809.html
http://ideas.mowerinteractive.com/Clients/ABB/ABB_99809_GENIX_Banners/Release_2/970x250/970x250_GENIX_Banr_ABB_99809.html
http://ideas.mowerinteractive.com/Clients/ABB/ABB_100692_GENIX_Oil_Gas_Banners_Dev/Option1/100962_ABB_GENIX_Oil_Gas_Banners_300x250.html


EMAILS

Genix APM email

Genix lead email 

Genix Six steps email
Genix value propositions 

nurture email series



WEBSITE

VISIT SITE

18,594

51,910

Contact Us 
Button Clicks

Visits Stayed on 
Page >60 Seconds 

https://new.abb.com/process-automation/genix
https://new.abb.com/mining/emine
https://new.abb.com/mining/emine
https://new.abb.com/process-automation/genix


1,000,230 up 556%

30,0001,860 leads

second only to the ABB global 
corporate home page

over 2021

over the 15-month campaign, 
compared to less than 5,000 
before the campaign started

in 2021-2022, up 18% in 
2022 alone

In 2022, 
Genix page views were

 
Genix homepage views

White paper downloads  
were nearlyGenerated

WEBSITE RESULTS



— 
ABB Ability™ Genix.  
The power to run a 
smarter operation.

WEBSITE

PRINT 
ADVERTISING EMAILS AND NURTURE

VIDEO, DIGITAL MEDIADIGITAL ADVERTISING
SOCIAL MEDIA

— 
ABB Ability™ Genix. That’s how 
you run a smarter mine.

Today’s mines are better positioned than ever before to become automated, 
electrified and connected, especially with a partner like ABB. We combine  
first-hand experience with tailored, digital solutions to solve tough problems  
and deliver real value. ABB Ability™ Genix is augmenting these proven solutions  
with the power of industrial analytics and AI, giving you the ability to optimize  
every aspect of your operation, from mine to port and from plant to enterprise.  
The better you can mine data, the better you can mine everything else.  
Learn more  at new.abb.com/mining/digital.
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From leading global  
technology company ABB comes ABB 

AbilityTM Genix Industrial Analytics and AI 

Suite. A scalable analytics suite with pre-built 

applications, Genix collects, contextualizes 

and converts data into actionable insights that 

help industries to improve operations, optimize 

assets, streamline processes, and increase safety 

and sustainability.

Genix was developed by ABB’s Process 

Automation business, where major energy 

industries make up the biggest end user 

market. “There is not an energy operation in 

the world today that doesn’t use of some form 

of automation,” said Gino Hernandez, Head 

of Global Digital Business for ABB Energy 

Industries. “The biggest opportunity today 

for the wealth of information generated by 

automation is in applying advanced digitalization 

to generate even more business efficiencies.” 

With capital-intensive industries slower than 

other industries such as financial and media  

to employ digitalization, the opportunity to  

help ABB’s energy customers effect meaningful 

digital transformation is high. ABB leverages 

its long experience in delivering industrial data 

solutions such as digital control systems, and 

merges that operational data with data from 

information and engineering technology to 

create business efficiencies for customers that 

have not existed before. 

Genix is a suite that ABB customers use to 

develop their own data analytics and artificial 

intelligence applications, but ABB also uses it to 

develop and deploy applications that address key 

industry requirements and pain points. Pre-built 

Genix “apps” include the APM Suite, Datalyzer 

Emissions Monitoring, System Anomaly 

Detection, and Opportunity Loss Manager.

“Genix APM is a complete asset performance 

management solution providing predictive 

maintenance, asset reliability and integrity 

insights. It is a great example of how ABB is 

creating additional data value for customers,” 

Hernandez said. 

“Another good example of meeting emerging 

customer needs is the Genix Datalyzer, which 

helps customers ensure sustainability and 

reduce costs with 24/7 access to emission 

monitoring data,” he said. “At a time when 

environmental compliance requirements are 

becoming even more stringent, Genix Datalyzer 

helps companies address emissions compliance 

remotely, efficiently and cost-effectively.”

As a company instrumental in providing data 

value to customers via automation during the 

third industrial revolution, ABB sees a similar 

trajectory with Genix in the Industry 4.0 era. 

“The energy industry – like many others – is 

increasingly realizing that benefits can be 

gained in the Internet of Things arena. But they 

need offerings from suppliers that know their 

industries and how data provides real value,” 

Hernandez said. “For ABB and Genix, the key 

is to continue to add applications that keep our 

customers realizing more data value. That is a 

huge focus area for us moving forward.”

xx ENERGY,OIL&GAS     energy-oil-gas.com

ABB Ability Genix   
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Offering: Advanced analytics suite 

PROFILE ABB ABILITY GENIX 

EXCLUSIVE FEATURE

ABB Ability Genix combines the power of 
data analytics and artificial intelligence in an 
enterprise-grade suite for industrial applications

Mockup Genix APM Assess 360

Running smarterRunning smarter

— 
ABB Ability™ Genix.  
The power to run smarter. 

There’s a big difference between having data and actually using it. ABB Ability™ 
Genix Industrial Analytics and AI Suite integrates your operational, engineering 
and business data with analytics and AI, giving you the ability to manage assets 
predictively, improve processes efficiently, produce safely and sustainably, 
optimize supply chains effectively and streamline your overall operations.  
How smart is that? Learn more  at new.abb.com/genix.
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Learn More

Genix will help extend your asset life and lower costs, by 
integrating your operational, IT and engineering data with 
analytics and AI.

ABB
2,349,235 followers
Promoted

Employ ABB Ability™ Genix Industrial
Analytics and AI Suite

https://new.abb.com/mining/emine
https://new.abb.com/mining/emine
https://new.abb.com/mining/emine
https://new.abb.com/mining/emine
https://new.abb.com/mining/emine
https://new.abb.com/mining/emine
https://new.abb.com/process-automation/genix
https://new.abb.com/mining/emine
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pcPMHGPuFbI
http://ideas.mowerinteractive.com/Clients/ABB/ABB_100694_GnxPwrGen_BrainWv_Banner/300x250/300x250_GnxPwrGn_BrainWv_ABB_99809.html
http://ideas.mowerinteractive.com/Clients/ABB/ABB_100692_GENIX_Oil_Gas_Banners_Dev/Option1/100962_ABB_GENIX_Oil_Gas_Banners_300x250.html
http://ideas.mowerinteractive.com/Clients/ABB/ABB_99809_GENIX_Banners/Release_2/970x250/970x250_GENIX_Banr_ABB_99809.html
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